
Central Office Report - NCIG 

COMPLETED OFFICE MANAGER TASKS  

October/November 2020 

 
➔ Quickbooks and Bookkeeping:  

◆ Entered September, October, and November so far in Quickbooks (income and 

expenses).  

◆ Trained two other times with Jacquie (our accountant) about the reconcile, 

reports, and expenses functions. 

◆ Spoke with Quickbooks (for an hour) about linking our Canvas accounts to 
QB. They are having issues linking some credit unions at this time. Got it to 
link once, but then it stopped. Might need to call again. 

◆ Reconciled September and October correctly and created an updated finance 

report. 

◆ Worked on creating a budget in QB, still working on it. 

◆ Started a separate non-QB tally of finances, because QB is insanely difficult and I 

want to make sure everything is being captured. 

 

➔ Central Office and Website: 
◆ Mail Chimp subscription: 122+ subscribers so far. 
◆ Added IGRs to subscription email list. 

◆ Sent the first email about the upcoming fundraising event to current subscribers. 

◆ Sent another single email about the upcoming fundraising event to the Gratitude 

Banquet list. Also told them about our mailing list subscription. 

◆ Printed 50 copies of the new meeting list that includes zoom meetings. 

◆ Website Updates: meetings for website and meeting guide app, event, and price 

list. Added to “Resources” section of the website with “starting a new meeting” 

and the Bylaws. 

◆ Finished draft of Northern Notes Newsletter.  

◆ Considered updated lease proposal from landlord--went back and forth. 

◆ Julie still adding price to books in pencil on the first page 
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◆ Met a couple of times with Don T., George M., and Chelsey about the upcoming 

Zoom fundraising event. 

◆ Added to Updates & Announcements and Events on the website. 

 

➔ Watch focus:  
◆ No open shifts currently. Still needs subs and 12th step callers. 
◆ Started sending a weekly email out to all watch volunteers. 

◆ Planning a workshop for the new year with Julie to stay current. 

◆ Julie and Wister still working on the Volunteer Watch Reference binder. 

 

➔ Finances and Reporting (taxes)  
◆ Gathered and created October financial reports. 

◆ Ordered Canvas checks, because our merchant requires a voided check to 
change bank information with them. Therefore, the Wells Fargo account is 
still open. Should be closed by the next meeting in December because 
Canvas checks take 2-3 weeks to arrive. 

◆ Deposited Venmo/PayPal/checks into the bank; treasurer does the cash. 

◆ Moved Venmo, Paypal, and all bills (except the merchant) to Canvas CU 

checking account. 

◆ Researched 12 months of merchant fees to compare to the amount of breaking 

our contract with our current credit card merchant. We paid $613.58 in fees in 
the last 12 months (Dec 2019 - Nov 2020). They want ~$406 to break our 

2-year contract, no matter where we are at the time of that contract. Moving to 

Square or another simpler and less expensive merchant might be wise. 

◆ Started the financial breakdown documents for the upcoming event, Sober 

Songs. $ in donations so far since announced. 

◆ Paid Bills and tracked income for October/November 

◆ Scanned files and receipts and uploaded to the Drive 

◆ Created a charity page and wish list on Amazon Smile 

 

➔ Miscellaneous Other Stuff 
◆ Spoke with Abby the office manager in Denver post-ICOAA seminar 

◆ Attended the hospital visit training for CPC District 21 
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NEXT MONTH’S GOALS: 

1. New Website 
2. Fix up Central Office more and move computer to other desk with Alex 
3. Plan watch volunteer workshop with Julie and Wister 
4. Close Wells Fargo account 
5. New IGR info handouts 
6. Have a fantastic Sober Songs event! 
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